
Cleaning the Via Nova Espresso Pod Machine:
 Push the cleaning tablet into the black pod.
 Ensure cleaning tablet faces away from you.
 Run the cleaning cycle at least once a week. 

ESPRESSO POD GROUP CLEANING:

To run the automatic washing cycle on the flow group follow the 
instructions below:

1. With the appliance on and without any coffees being made or 
any coffee pods in the machine, press and hold down the      
     button of the group you want to run the cleaning cycle for 
5 seconds until only the      symbol stays on steady. 

2. Place the black cleaning pod (with the cleaning tablet in) 
into the selected group and press     the  button to start the 
cleaning cycle. 

3. The cleaning cycle takes approximately 3 minutes per group. 
4. At the end of the cleaning cycle, the washing pod is ejected 

automatically into the waste pod draw, and the device emits  
3 beeps to identify the end of the cleaning cycle.  
Please retain the black cleaning pod for future use. 

5. To do the cleaning cycle on the other group, repeat the above. 
6. Clean the rest of the machine with a clean damp cloth.

The black cleaning pod can be used up to 12 times.

WARNING! - Wear protective gloves to prevent burns.
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Cleaning the Via Quattro (Via Nova IV) Pod Machine:
 Push the cleaning tablet into the black pod.
 Ensure cleaning tablet faces away from you.
 Run the cleaning cycle at least once a week. 

VIA QUATTRO ESPRESSO POD GROUP CLEANING:

1. With the appliance on and without any coffees being made  
or any coffee pods in the machine, press and hold down  
the     button closest to the group you want to clean for  
5 seconds until only the symbol STOP stays on steady. 

2. Place the black cleaning pod (with the cleaning tablet in)  
into the selected group and press the button marked STOP  
on that group to start the cleaning cycle. 

3. By using two black cleaning pods and tablets, you can clean both 
group heads from one side of the machine at the same time. 

4. The cleaning cycle takes approximately 3 minutes per group. 
5. At the end of the cleaning cycle, the washing pod is ejected 

automatically into the waste pod draw, and the device emits  
3 beeps to identify the end of the cleaning cycle.  
Please retain the black cleaning pod for future use. 

6. To do the cleaning cycle on the other group, repeat the above. 

The black cleaning pod can be used up to 12 times.

WARNING! - Wear protective gloves to prevent burns.

STOP
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